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ABSTRACT 
The present survey paper samples recent advances in the numerical analysis of  Volterra integral 
equations o f  the first and second kind and of  integro-differential equat ions (including equations 
with weakly singular kernels) ; except for some important  earlier references the discussion focuses 
on the development which has taken place during the last dozen years. A fairly extensive biblio- 
graphy (selected to be representative rather than comprehensive) complements  the paper. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present a survey of methods for the 
numerical treatment of various types of Volterra function- 
al equations. The equations ubsequently discussed are 
characterized by compact integral operators (in the space 
of continuous functions with uniform norm) of the 
form 
(Laf) (t) : = j.t (t_s)_Ct.G(t,s).f(s)ds, 
t o 
te l  :=[t0,T ] (compact), 0~<ct< 1 (linear case), (1.1) 
and 
(Vaf) (t): = ft^ (t_s)_gz" K[t,s,f(s)]ds, t E I, 0 ~< ct < 1 
t J  
(nonlinear case), (1.2) 
Here, the kernels G and K are assumed to be (at least) 
continuous on S : = {(t,s) : tOG s~< t~< T) and on SX ~,  
respectively. Three main classes of functional equations 
will be considered : 
y(t) -- g(t) + (VaY)(~), t E I (1.3) 
(Volterra integral equation of the second kind); 
(LczY)(t) = g(t), t E l  (1.4) 
(linear Volterra integral equation of the first kind); 
and 
y'(t) = F[t,y(t)] + (VaY)(t), t E I (1.5) 
(6rst-order Volterra integro-differential equation). 
An equation of the above type whose kernel contains a
weak singularity (i.e. 0 (  a (1 )  is often referred to as 
an Abel integral or integro-differential equation. 
In addition to these types of functional equations an 
important class of singular (first-kind) integral equations 
which occur in numerous physical modelling processes 
and whose underlying integral operator is not compact 
H. Brunner, Institut de Math6matiques, Universit6 
will be briefly mentioned in section 6. 
A brief glimpse at the books [All],  [A10], the surveys 
[A26], [A27] and [A14], and the list of recent heses 
[B1] - [B26] clearly reveals that the last fifteen years 
have seen a rapid development of three aspects of Vol- 
terra equations : 
(i) the qualitative theory (i.e. the asymptotic behavior 
of solutions) of equations of the form (1.3) and (1.5); 
(ii) the numerical approximation of solutions of (1.3), 
(1.4) and (1.5); and 
(iii) the application of functional equations of the 
above forms in the modelling of a wide variety of prob- 
lems in the physical and biological sciences. 
The present survey will deal with the second of these 
developments; references [A14] and especially [A10] 
reflect he state of the art regarding the first of these 
three aspects, while [A15] and [A9] have been added as 
summary-type r ferences for the classical theory of 
Volterra equations. As an introduction to the applica- 
tion of such equations the reader may wish to consult 
[A28], [A2], as well as the references listed under sub- 
heading H of the bibliography (we should like to point 
out [H1], [H9], [H10], [H13], [H14], [H261, [H27], 
[H30], [H35]); many of these references contain exten- 
sive bibliographies. 
A comprehensive listing of books and articles on 
methods for the approximate solution of Volterra equa- 
tions (and on the application of these equations) up to 
1971 was given by Noble in [A12]. Our survey thus 
includes articles and monographs published before 1971 
only if the seem, to the author, to be of special historical 
interest or if they represent contributions which were 
particularly important for the further development of
numerical methods. The bibliography which complements 
the subsequent discussion classifies the references under 
various ubheadings tofacilitate the use of this survey. It 
has as its principal aim to serve as a guide to further eading 
(due to limitation of space many of the numerical methods 
will not be described in detail); it is, therefore, represent- 
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ative rather than comprehensive. Among the books and 
articles giving either an introduction to, or a survey of, 
the subject we should like to single out the monograph 
[A4], the proceedings [A6] (see in particular [A24], 
[A17], [A161), [A13] (see [A28]), [A7] (compare [A22]), 
and [A2] (particularly [A21] and [A25]), as well as 
[A20], [A18], [A5], and [A23]. Reference [A14] (pp. 
738-758) may be used as a guide to the Russian literature 
on the subject for the period 1966-1976. 
The paper is organized as follows • sections 2, 3, and 4 
deal with the numerical solution of Volterra functional 
equations (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5), respectively; here, we 
not only survey the construction of numerical methods 
for such equations but also deal with the important con- 
cept of numerical stability. Section 5 contains adescrip- 
tion and a brief evaluation of available software for Vol- 
terra equations. The remaining two sections are devoted 
to a discussion of the numerical treatment of Volterra 
and Abel integral equations of the first kind with noisy 
data (including certain equations with non-compact in- 
tegral operator) and to a brief survey of applications of 
Volterra functional equations. An extensive bibliography 
concludes the paper. 
2. INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF THE SECOND KIND 
In order to discretize agiven Volterra equation we 
associate with the compact interval I = [t0,T ] the (uni- 
form) partition characterized byt n := t o +nh, 
n = 0(1)n (N~ 1), with t N = T and we denote by Yn any 
approximation to the exact solution y(t) at the point 
t = t n. We discuss the discretization of (1.3) with a = 0 
and 0 ~ a ~ 1 separately : since an equation of the form 
y(t) = g(t) + (V0Y)(t) may be regarded as a generalization 
of the initial value problem 
y'(t) = f[t,y(t)], te l ,  Y(t0) = Y0 (2.1) 
(note that its integrated form, 
t f[s,y(s)]ds, te l ,  (2.2) y(t) = Y0 +ft0 
has a kernel and a nonhomogeneous term not depending 
on t), many of the numerical methods for such equations 
are modelled after methods for (2.1). However, most of 
these methods Cannot be applied to (1.3) with 0 (  a< 1 
due to the occurrence of the weak singularity in the ker- 
nel. 
2.1. The case (1.3) with a = 0 
An important (and perhaps the most natural) class of 
numerical methods for approximating the solution of 
(1.3), a --- 0, is obtained by discretizing the integral term, 
(V0Y) (t), by an appropriate family of quadrature for- 
mulas associated with the mesh points (t n : n = r(1)N} 
for some integer ~ 1, i.e. we replace the equation 
Y(tn) = g(tn) + (V0Y) (tn) by the triangular algebraic 
s)rstem 
n 
Yn = gn +h £ (n = r(1)N), (2.3) j=0 Wn'j K(tn'tj'YJ ) 
with given starting values {Y0 = g(t0)' Yl ..... Yr-1 )" 
Thus (2.3) represents a recursive process for generating 
the approximations (Yr ..... YN )" 
A general discussion of these so-called (direct) quad- 
rature methods may be found in [A4] (pp. 759-849); 
compare also [C29], [C46] (containing a generaliza- 
tion of the Dahlquist-Henrici theory for linear multi- 
step methods for (2.1), [C60], [C64] (both dealing 
with the use of the Gregory quadrature formulas), 
[A24], [C40], [C56], [C65], and [C35]. The required 
(r-l) starting values in (2.3) are computed either by 
specially designed starting methods ([C25]; also [A4], 
pp. 835-849), or by Runge-Kutta methods (or more 
general one-step methods based on piecewise polynomial 
collocation) whose order of accuracy is consistent with 
that of the quadrature method; these latter methods are 
described below. 
If the kernel K(t,s,y) is nonlinear with respect to y, and 
if Wn, n ¢ 0, then (2.3) represents a sequence of (N-r+1) 
nonlinear algebraic equations for the values (Yr ..... YN ); 
i.e. we have 
Yn = hwn,nK(tn'tn'Yn ) +~n (n = r(1)N), (2.4) 
n-1 
with cn := g(tn) +h ~ Wn,jK(tn,tj,yj) not depend- 
j=0 
ing on Yn" If the given kernel is such that its Lipschitz 
constant with respect to y is not large, these quations 
are usually solved by predictor~corrector techniques 
analogous to those used in linear multistep methods for 
(2.1). For details we refer to [C31]; see also [C23] for a 
discussion of such methods based on certain rational 
approximation techniques. Predictor-corrector schemes 
using variable stepsizes are treated in the thesis [B25]. 
Among the direct quadrature methods for Volterra in- 
tegral equations of the second kind a subclass related to 
linear muhistep methods for the initial-value problem 
(2.1) has recently been analyzed in detail, motivated 
largely by investigations of numerical stability. If a 
linear k-step method (p,o) defined by the characteristic 
k . k • 
polynomials p(z) jE=0 ajz] and o(z):=jZ=0fljz3 (k~> 1) 
is applied to (2.1) we obtain the recurrence r lation 
k k 
Z a.y - .  = h j• 0 flJf(tn+J,Yn+J ) (2.5) j=0 ] n-rj = 
(n = 0 (1) N-k; Y0 ..... Yk-1 given) 
which, for all n, depends on the same f'Lxed number of 
values {Yn ..... Yn+k ). This is in sharp contrast to the 
recurrence r lation (2.3) which exhibits a (lower) trian- 
gular structure. Consider now the special Volterra equa- 
tion (2.2) and its corresponding discretization (2.3) : it 
is natural to ask under which conditions on the quadra- 
ture weights {Wn, ) this discretization can be reduced 
(by taking appropriate linear combinations of certain 
(fLxed) number of consecutive r lations) to a fLxed-term 
recurrence r lation of the form (2.5). A direct quadra- 
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ture method (2.3) for which this is possible is called 
(p, o)-reducible (compare [E12], where this concept was 
introduced; but see especially [C65], [C67]) : if the two 
characteristic polynomials p and o are given, together 
with the initial weights (Wn, j ;j =0 (1)k-l, n=0 (1)k-l}, 
then the quadrature weights for such a method can be 
determined from 
k [0, if 0~j  ~ n-k-1 
CLk-i Wn-i,j = / (2.6) 
i= 0 [3k+j-n' if n-k ~j  ~ n (n~ k). 
The paper [C67] contains the details of the structure of 
this relationship and gives a number of specific examples 
(where methods reducible to backward ifferentiation 
methods are of particular interest). In addition, an 
efficient stable procedure for generating these weights 
{Wn, j )is derived. (Compare also [C43] for a detailed 
analysis of backward ifferentiation methods for Vol- 
terra equations.) 
A disadvantage of nontrivial (p, o)-reducible quadrature 
methods i that their implementation (i.e. the generation 
of the quadrature weights {Wn, j } for each integration ' 
step n or, alternately, the use of imbedding techniques 
(compare [C69])) results in considerable overhead costs. 
Recently Wolkenfelt [C68] has proposed so-called multi- 
lag methods (based on a linear multistep method (p, o) 
and a family of efficient quadrature formulas) which 
permit a more efficient implementation; weshall return 
to these methods briefly when dealing with numerical 
stability. 
Before turning to one-step methods (particularly : 
Runge-Kutta methods) for Volterra integral equations of 
the second kind we add this remark. It follows from the 
theory of (non-composite) quadrature formulas with 
equidistant abscissas (e.g. the formulas of Newton-Cotes 
and Gregory) that the order of the quadrature error is 
approximately equal to the number of abscissas used in 
the given quadrature formula (see also [C4] for this and 
other aspects of numerical quadrature in connection 
with Volterra equations). Thus, the use of high-order 
formulas in (2.3) requires the computation of a large 
number of starting values. As in the numerical treatment 
of ordinary differential equations one way of avoiding 
this is to combine certain low-order formulas (like the 
trapezoidal rule) with extrapolation techniques inorder 
to obtain high-order methods. A rigorous analysis of 
such extrapolation methods (as well as specific examples) 
may be found in [B10], [C35], and [C36]. 
In: addition to the shortcomings just mentioned the anal- 
ysis (especially that of numerical stability) and the im- 
plementation fdirect quadrature methods with variable 
stepsize pose difficult problems, and much work needs 
to be done in this area. For these reasons the so-called 
one-step methods (of which the Runge-Kutta methods 
and the collocation methods are prominent represent- 
atives) play an important role in the numerical analysis 
of-Volterra equations of the second kind. 
We consider first Runge-Kutta methods for (1.3), (a= 0); 
special classes of (explicit) Runge-Kutta methods were 
introduced in [C21, [C62], [C9], [C10] (for two-dimen- 
sional Volterra equations), [C30], [C50], [C28], [C24], 
[C49]; for further developments compare [C3], [C8], 
[A4] (pp. 849-864), [C18], and [C20]. 
For the subsequent discussion let us rewrite (1.3) (a = 0) 
as  
y(t) = Fn(t )+f  t K[t,s,y(s)lds, tE[tn,tn+l]  CI, (2.7) 
t n 
with 
tn K[t,s,y(s)]ds (n = 0(1)N). (2.8) Fn(t) := g(t) + ft0 
The general Runge-Kutta method for (2.7) (in the follow- 
hag called VRK method) is then given by 
y!n) = ~n(tn+0ih) +h m(i) (n) a-.K(t +d..h,t +c.h,Y ) 1 j= l  lJ n 13 n J j 
(i = 1 (1)m), (2.9a) 
y(n) m 
= =~ (t +h)+h Z b.K(t +e.h,t +c.h,¥! n)' Yn+l m+l n n i=1 1 n 1 n 1 1 ' 
(n = 0(1)N-1). (2.9b) 
A VRK method thus consists of two parts, namely 
(i) the approximation (called Runge-Kutta part) to the 
integral expression i  (2.7) over the subinterval 
[tn,tn+l] , and 
(ii) the discretization F'n(') of the "history" (or • lag) 
term Fn(. ) in (2.7); 
the former approximation is completely characterized 
by the matrices (aij), (dij), and by the vectors (ci) , (bi), 
(ei) , while Fn(') depends on the vector (0i) and an 
appropriate set of quadrature formulas for the intervals 
[t0,tn] (whose selection will be governed by the order 
of the Runge-Kutta part of the method and certain 
efficiency criteria like minimization of the number of 
kernel evaluations). The scheme (2.9a) is called explicit 
if m(i) = i-1 ; for m(i) = i and m(i) = m (i = 1 (1)m) 
we have methods which are semi-explicit and implicit, 
respectively. 
The general formulation (2.9) contains two important 
special cases (compare the original papers [C621 and 
[c91) : 
A. Runge-Kutta methods of Pouzet ype (PRK methods) : 
These methods are characterized by 
dij = ci, e i = 1, 0 i = c i (i = 1(1)m), and we have 
y(n)=~,  (t +ch)+hn~(i)a.-K(t +ch, t  +ch,Y  (n)) 
i n n i j= lq  n i n j j 
(i = 1 (1)m), (2.10a) 
m 
Yn+l=~n(tn+h)+h Z b.K(t +h,t +c.h,y!n)). j= l  1 n n 1 1 
(2.10b) 
Thus for each value of n the number of kernel evaluations 
in the Runge-Kutta part is (at most) equal to re(m+1)/2 
for the explicit case, and m(m+l) for the implicit case. 
(Note that, for the implicit case, kernel values have to 
be supplied for s> t.) 
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B. Runge-Kutta methods of Bel'tyukov type (BRK 
methods) : 
Here we have dij = ej (/> cj, in order to avoid defining 
K for s>t) ,  0 i=  c i : 
v !n )=• (t +c-h)+hn~(i)a K(t +e.h,t +c.h,Y! n)) 
1 n n 1 j= l i j  n j n j 3 
(i = 1 (1)m), (2.11a) 
Yn+l =~n(tn +h)+h ~ b.K(t +e.h,t +c.h,y!n)). j= l  1 n : n 1 1 
(2.11b) 
For these methods the number of kernel evaluations in
the Runge-Kutta part is given by m, independent of
whether they are explicit or implicit. 
Since a Runge-Kutta method for the initial-value problem 
(2.1) has the form 
k! n) = Yn+h a..f(t +c.h,k! n/) (i = 1(1)m/, 
1 j= l  13 n j j (2.12a) 
m n 
Yn+l = k(n)m+l = Yn + h i= ~ lb'f(tl n+c'h'k!l I ))' (2.12b) 
the Runge-Kutta part of a Pouzet-type method is com- 
pletely characterized by the parameters of the differ- 
ential equation method (2.12) (we note in passing that, 
for kernels K(t,s,y) satisfying 0K/3t --= 0, the methods 
(2.10) and (2.11) coincide). This observation can be 
used to establish results on the attainable order p of 
PRK methods (compare [C621, [C18], [C20]). On the 
other hand there is no direct analogy between (2.12) 
and methods of Bel'tyukov type, and comparably ittle 
is known at present on the attainable order of BRK 
methods. The following table summarizes results on the 
order of VRK methods of the above forms. Details may 
be found in [C20] which deals with the general theory 
of VRK methods. 
TABLE 1. Attainable order of VRK methods 
m 1 2 3 4 5 6 
explicit PRK : p <~ 1 2 3 4 4 5 
implicit PICK : p ~< 2 4 6 8 10 12 
explicit BRK : p ~< 1 2 3 3 4 ? 
implicit BRK : p <~ 2 2 ? ? ? ? 
There are essentially two ways for choosing the dis- 
cretization F'n(') in (2.9), (2.10), and (2.11) of the 
exact history term Fn(. ) in (2.7) : ~n can either be ob- 
tained by using, on each subinterval [tk,tk+l] of [t0,tn], 
a quadrature formula based on the appropriate Runge- 
Kutta parameters (bi) , (ci) of (2.9b), (2.10b), (2.11b), 
or, more efficiendy (with regard to the number of ker- 
nel evaluations) he relying on suitable quadrature for- 
mulas using as abscissas only the mesh points {t o ..... tn}. 
In the former case we speak of an extended VRK 
method while in the latter case we have a mixed (quadra- 
ture) VRK method; here, the class of (p,o)-reducible 
quadrature formulas play an important role. Details on 
the selection of these approximation procedures may 
be found in [A4] (pp. 849-864), [C40], [C3], [C42], and 
[C1]. In section 2.3 (Numerical stability) athird tech- 
nique for approximating the history term Fn(. ) in (2.7) 
(leading to so-called ?-modified VRK methods) will be 
mentioned. 
A sv.bset of the class of implicit PRK methods can be 
viewed as collocation methods in certain piecewise poly- 
nomial spaces; this interpretation can also be used to 
establish general results on the attainable order of such 
methods (viz. the second line in Table 1). Let 
Z n := {t n : n = l(1)N},and set o 0 := [t0,tl], 
o n := (tn, tn+l] (n = 1 (1)N-1). We denote by 
S(m d) (ZN) := {uEcd(I) :Ulon =: UnEIlm, n=0(1)N-1} 
the linear space of piecewise polynomials of degree 
m/> 0 which have Z n as their knots and which lie in the 
continuity class cd(I), -1 <~d<~ m-1. For d = m-1 we 
have the dassical polynomial splines of degree m. However, 
for the numerical solution of Volterra equations the cases 
d = 0 (continuous piecewise polynomials) and d =-1 (piece- 
wise polynomials possessing finite jumps at their knots) are 
the most important ones. Observe that the dimension of 
s(d)m (ZN) is given by dim S(m d) (ZN) = N(m-d)+ (d+ 1); 
we have dim S(m m-l)- (ZN) = N+m, hence 
dim S(m 0) (ZN)= Nm+ 1, and dim S~I)(ZN )= N(m+l). 
Collocation in a given space S(m d) (ZN) now consists in 
determining an element u in this space which satisfies 
(1.3) on a finite subset of I whose cardinality is consistent 
with the dimension of the space; i.e. we replace (2.7) by 
u n (t)= Fn (t)+ f:n K[t'S'Un(S)]ds, t E X(: ) 
(n = 0(1)N-I), (2.13) 
where 1"  
t:n(t) := g(t) +f(n K[t,s,u(s)]ds, and 
0 
where the set of collocation points is 
x(d)n := {tn+Cih : 0~ c 1< ...< Cm..d~ 1} C o n. 
It is dear that, in general, the integrals in (2.13), i.e. 
c i 
h f0 K[tn+cih'tn+rh'un(tn+rh)]dr (i = 1(1)m-d) 
have to be evaluated by numerical quadrature; if we use, 
for the case d = -1, an interpolatory quadrature for- 
mula based on the m abscissas {tn+Ci h : i = l(1)m} 
then (2.13) reduces to the PRK method (2.10). For 
details (and for results on the corresponding attainable 
order) we refer to [C18], [C21], [A19]; related methods 
(using other piecewise polynomials) may be found in 
[B12] (where it is shown that chssical splines with 
m > 2 and d = m-1 lead to divergent methods), [C39] 
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[C261, [C55]. In addition compare [C48], [C33], [C27] 
(methods based on Hermite-type collocation), [C54], 
and [C51] (containing the general framework for Galer- 
kin methods in iniVmite-dimensional spaces). 
To conclude we mention asomewhat different technique 
for dealing with (1.3) in the case a = 0 : if the kernel is 
given by (or can be approximated by) the finite represent- 
ation 
r 
K(t,s,y)= ~ Ai(t)Bi(s,y ), (2.14) 
i= l  
then the equation isequivalent to a system of ordinary 
differential equations in ~r. This system can be solved 
numerically by one of the numerous automatic codes 
available for ODEs. However, there remains the problem 
of constructing good approximations of the form (2.14) 
for general kernels and of deriving accurate rror bounds 
for these approximations. The approach using this 
technique has been used in [C15], [Cll] (see also [C12]), 
[C13] (also [C14]), and in [F1] (compare also section 5); 
related methods based on imbedding techniques are 
discussed in [A8] (pp. 47-81), [C521, [C69], while certain 
kernel approximation procedures have also been applied 
in [C61]. 
2.2. The case (1.3) with 0 < a< 1 (weakly singular ker- 
nel) 
It is clear that most of the methods described in the pre- 
vious section cannot be applied to equations (1.3) with 
ctE C 0,1) since the kernel becomes unbounded at s = t. 
An additional complication which affects the construc- 
tion of high-order methods for certain equations i due 
to the fact that, in contrast to the case a = 0, smooth- 
ness  of g and K leads to solutions whose derivatives be- 
come unbounded at t = to; see [C38] for details and for 
a way of tackling these difficulties. At the time of 
writing there does not yet exist a theory of direct (pro- 
duct) quadrature methods or of Runge-Kutta-type 
methods for (1.3) with a> 0. On the other hand, the 
collocation approach 42.13) carries over to such equa- 
tions : here, product integration techniques are resorted 
to when discretizing the resulting integral expressions. 
For these and related methods we refer the reader to 
[C47], [C37], [C32], and [C19]; see also [C59] and [C63] 
(where S(rn d) (ZN) is augmented by a class of nonsmooth 
functions reflecting the nature of the singularity in y(J)(t) 
forj > 0). Finally, we mention the paper [C16] where 
Galerkin methods are combined with the kernel approxim- 
ation techniques (2.14). 
2.3. Numerical stability 
Until fairly recently most stability analyses of numerical 
methods for Volterra integral equations of the second 
kind were restricted to the simple model problem, 
y(t) = Y0 +f0 k.y(s)ds, Re(),)< 0, (2.15) 
which is equivalent to the first-order initial-value prob- 
lem y' = ky, y(0) = Y0 (used in the study of A-stability 
(and its modifications) of numerical methods for 
ordinary differential equations). It is thus not surprising 
that the stability properties of many methods for second- 
kind Volterra equations are identical to those of the 
analogous methods for (2.1); the above equivalence has 
also provided the motivation for studying the class of 
(p,o)-reducible quadrature methods (recall (2.6)). For 
an introduction to numerical stability with respect to 
the model problem (2.15) and for specific stability 
results (including regions of absolute stability) we refer 
to [A4] (pp. 788-825), [C52], [C56], [C57], [C40], [C6], 
[C71, [C1]; we also mention the earlier analyses of[C46] 
and [C58] : here, the concept of the so-called (exact)- 
repetition factor of a direct quadrature method (i.e. the 
smallest positive integer  for which the weights {Wn. j } 
satisfy Wn+ r,j = w n,j for all n >/n o and n 1 <~ J ~< n-n 2' 
with n i independent of n) was conjectured to have a 
bearing on the stability or instability of a given method. 
The role of this repetition factor in the numerical 
stability of quadrature methods for second-kind Volterra 
equations has been analyzed in [C53] and, especially, in
[C66]. 
As far as (mixed) VRK methods are concerned it has 
recently been shown ([C41], [C45]) that so-called % 
modified methods possess considerably better stability 
properties (but may suffer from a slight loss of order). 
In such a %modified method the therm ~n(') approxima- 
ting the exact lag term Fn(. ) is replaced by 
~;  (t}:= ~n(t) + ~/(t). [Yn - Fn(tn )l' (2.16} 
where the function "y(t) in front of the perturbation 
term Yn - F"n (tn) is suitably chosen. (See [C42] for an 
analysis of the important special case "r(t) - 1.) 
This idea of modif3ring the approximate history term 
fin(') is also used in the promising class of so-called 
modified multilag methods ([C68]); these methods com- 
bine the advantages (i.e. computational efficiency and 
favorable stability behavior) of multilag methods and 
(p,a)-reducible methods. A multilag method is defined 
by 
k k 
Yn=g(tn)-  ~ ct , .~" -(t ) i=1 K-l" n-x n +hi=03k-iK(tn'tn-i'Yn-i) 
nk), /2.17) 
with given starting values {Y0 ..... ynk_l ). Here, the lag 
term In(t ) has the form 
n 
~'n(t):=h ~ w .K(t,t-,y.) 
"j=0 n,j j J" 
These methods are based on an idea introduced by Pouzet 
[C62] : if we set 
~(u,t) := ftu0 K[t,s,y(s)]ds, 
we may regard @(u,t) as the solution of the initial-value 
problem d~[u,t)/du = K[t,u,y(u)], ~(0,t) = 0, where 
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y(t) = g(t) +~(t,t).  The application of a k-step method 
(p,o), together with an ingenious use of numerical 
quadrature, leads to (2.17). We refer to [C68] for the 
details (and, in particular, for the result hat the stability 
behavior of a modified multilag method is determined 
solely by that of the k-step method (p,o) and is thus 
independent of the quadrature process). 
It is clear that any stability analysis based on the model 
equation (2.15) can yield only very limited information 
regarding the behavior of a given method when applied 
to more general equations (i.e. equations whose kernels 
depend, in contrast to (2.15), on s and on t. In more re- 
cent analysis (2.15) has been replaced by equations whose 
kernels were given either by 
(i) K(t,s,y) = {'A+#.(t-s)}.y (k< 0,/~ ~< 0), or by 
r 
(ii) K(t,s,y) = E A.(t)B.(s,y) (so-called Finitely decom- 
i=l 1 1 
posable kernels); in case (i) the corresponding Volterra 
equation is equivalent to a (linear) second-order differen- 
tial equation with constant coefficients, while in case (ii) 
we have equivalence with a system of r (nonlinear) 
ordinary differential equations. The stability results thus 
obtained indicate dearly that a kernel depending on t 
(i.e. on the upper limit in the underlying Volterra integral 
operator) will lead to an often drastically different stabi- 
lity behavior (we mention, as an example, the result hat 
the application of an A-stable method (like the trapezoid- 
al method) to a second-kind equation whose kernel is of 
type (i) (with/~ :/: 0) will no longer yield approximations 
Yn satisfying yn-~ 0, as n~ oo, for any hk< 0, h2/~< 0; 
this result (see [C22] and the references therein) also 
points to a different stability behavior of PRK methods 
and of BRK methods (note that these two classes of 
methods coincide for equations whose kernel does not 
depend on t). 
Even though the above extensions of the class of test 
equations (2.15) has led to some new results much work 
remains to be done. For an account of the present state 
of affairs we refer to [C69], [C41], and [B26]; contribu- 
tions leading up to this are, for example, [C40], [C42], 
[C65], [C44], [C5], [C1], [C67], and [C43]. In addition, 
compare [C39], [C26], [C54] for studies on the stability 
of methods based on projection techniques in piecewise 
polynomial spaces (d)m (ZN); here, the analysis is far less 
advanced. 
At present the principal obstacle on the way to a general 
analysis of numerical stability is the almost complete 
lack of a theory of discrete (linear) Volterra equations, 
n 
yn =gn+h.E  Kn,jY j(n~>0) (2.18) 
j=0 
(see also the remarks in [C56] and [E5]). That such a 
theory will have to be established before any significant 
progress regarding eneral stability results can be made is 
even more'obvious when considering Volterra equations 
with weakly singular kernels : here, the resulting recur- 
rence relations (2.18) can no longer be reduced to a sys- 
tem of difference quations of Fixed length. 
3. VOLTERRA INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF THE 
FIRST KIND 
It is clear from the previous ection that many of the 
discretization techniques used for (nonlinear) second- 
kind Volterra integral equations can be applied to equa- 
tions of the first kind, as well as to Volterra integro- 
differential equations (section 4). However, there are 
some significant differences, especially with regard to 
the construction of higher-order direct quadrature 
methods for the case a = 0 in (1.4). On the other hand, 
if the kernel G(t,s) and the function g(t) are known 
analytically and if their derivatives aG(t,s)/~t and g'(t) 
exist on S and I, respectively, then (1.4) (a = 0) is 
equivalent to the second-kind equation 
y(t) = g'(t)/G(t, t) - ft 0 {Gt (t, s)/G(t, t)}.y(s) ds, t E I(3.1 ) 
(or to a similar equation if ~G(t,s)/0s exists); if G(t,t):/: 0 
for all te l  (3.1) may be treated by the methods dis- 
cussed in section 2. 
For the discussion of direct methods for (1.4) we shall, 
as in section 2, treat he cases a = 0 and 0<( a<~ 1 
separately ; a further class of equations of the first kind 
with singular kernels will be dealt with in section 4. A 
recent survey of the numerical nal~rsis of equations 
(L0Y)(t) = g(t) has been given in [A25]; compare also 
[A161, [A28] and, especially, [A23] for Abel-type qua- 
tions. 
3.1. The case (1.4) with a = 0 
The application of direct quadrature methods to 
(L0Y)(t) = g(t) leads to the triangnlar system 
n 
h. E w .G(t ,t.)y. = g(tn) (n=r(1)N;r>~ 1), (3.2) 
j=O n,J n J J 
where the starting values {Y0 ..... Yr_l} have to be 
prescribed. The convergence properties of the trapezoid- 
al method and the midpoint method (which is known to be 
preferable to the former) have been studied in [D'22], 
[D23], and [D17]; compare also [A25] for a summary 
of these results. As far as methods of order p > 2 are 
concerned, it was already observed in [D23] that all the 
dassical (interpolatory) quadrature formulas (like the 
Simpson rules and the Gregory formulas) lead to diver- 
gent quadrature methods when used for f'lrst-kind Vol- 
terra equations (a result which is in sharp contrast to 
the situation encountered in equations of the second 
kind). It was subsequently shown in [D15] that all 
direct quadrature methods using interpolatory quadrature 
formulas of degree of precision exceeding one are ne- 
cessarily divergent. Convergent higher-order methods of 
the form (3.2) were constructed in [D13], [B8], [D14] 
(by "stabilizing" the Gregory formulas of order 3 ~ p ~ 6; 
due to their simple structure these formulas allow for a 
convenient implementation), and in [Bll], [D16]; com- 
pare also [D28] (where "inverted" backward ifferentia- 
tion formulas are used), [D25], and [D1] (methods based 
on cyclic linear multistep methods) for related ideas 
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leading to convergent higher-order methods for (1.4), 
a = 0. In addition we have to mention the recent work 
of [B26] (pp. 49-69) generalizing the results of [D15], 
[D14] and [D28]; the author shows the existence of con- 
vergent (p,o)-reducible quadrature methods of arbitrary 
order and derives pecific methods (of orders p ~ 6) 
which are reducible to the corresponding backward if- 
ferentiation formulas. 
Another approach permitting the construction of con- 
vergent high-order methods is based on collocation tech- 
niques in the piecewise polynomial spaces S~ 1) (ZN) and 
S (0) (ZN). In analogy to (2.13) the approximating element 
m 
u is determined by (we illustrate the case d = -1) 
C. 
h fo1g(tn+cih,tn+rh)un(tn+rh)dr = ~n(tn+Ci h) 
(i = 1 (1)m+ 1), with (3.3) 
t 
~n(t7 := g(t)-ft:G(t,s)u(s)ds (n = 0(1)N-1). (3.4) 
If the collocation parameters {c i : 0 ~ c I ~...  ~ Cm+ 1 ~< 1} 
m+l 
satisfy the condition II (1-ci)ci~ 1 (which holds 
i=1 
trivially if Cm+ 1 = 1) then, under the usual conditions 
on G(t,s) (e.g. G(t,t) :/: 0 on I), the errore(t) := y(t)-u(t) 
satisfies e(tn) = o(h m+l) for t n E Z N. (We recall that 
the same convergence order holds for second-kind equa- 
tions but, in contrast to here, for any choice of the 
(distinct) parameters {ci}. )
In the practical implementation of these collocation 
methods the moment integrals occurring in (3.3) and 
(3.4) have to be approximated by numerical quadra- 
ture. Certain special choices of (interpolatory) quadra- 
ture formulas lead to previously analyzed product integra- 
tion methods ([D24]), to block-by-block methods ([D18], 
[D19]; see also [D29]'for first-kind equations in 1~.2), or 
to the semi-explicit methods of [D21]; compare [D7] 
and [D8] for details of these connections, and see [D9], 
[D10] for additional results (showing that, for the mesh 
points Z N, (mq-1)-st order convergence is best possible; 
in the case of Volterra integral equations of the second 
kind with a = 0 in (1.3), a judicious choice of the para- 
meters (ci} yields the convergence orders p = 2m+1 
(Radau points for [0,11) and p = 2m (Lobatto points). 
Compare [C181, [C211, [A191 for details). As far as 
methods of Rtmge-Kutta type are concerned, i.e. methods 
of the form 
h m_(i) yj( • 22 aijG(tn+dijh,tn+cjh) n) = ~n(tn+0ih) 
j= l  
(i = 1 (1)m+1), (3.5) 
= y(n) , a general theory along the lines of with Yn+ 1 m+ 1 
that given in [C20] is still lacking. An explicit third-order 
method is analyzed in [D21]. 
3.2. The case (1.4) with 0~ a~ 1 (Abel equations) 
If we apply collocation in S~ 1) (ZN) to (1.4) then the 
recursion (3.3) is replaced by 
ci G(tn+cih,tn+rh). Un(tn+rh)d r = ~n(tn+Ci h) 
hl -a f0 (ci_r)a 
(i - 1 (1)m+1), (3.6) 
where the meaning of the right-hand side is clear. Dis- 
cretization of the moment integrals on the left-hand side 
will in general be based on product integration tech- 
niques (see also [D17], [D7]); special cases have been 
studied in [D30] (for S~ -1) (ZN), yielding the weighted 
midpoint method), in [B3] and [D3] (using product in- 
tegration based on certain Gauss formulas to obtain 
methods of order p = 2 and p = 3; we note that [B3] 
contains also existence and uniqueness results for equa- 
l tions of the form (VaY)(t) = g(t), a = 5). A comprehen- 
sive discussion of the errors arising in the numerical in- 
tegration of singular integrals of the above form and the 
application to the numerical treatment of Abel equations 
has been given in [B2]. In addition compare the analysis 
in [D12] and [D4] (galerkin techniques). 
4. VOLTERKA INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL EQUA- 
TIONS 
We illustrate the treatment of (1.5) by considering the 
case a = 0. Equation (1.5) may then be written as 




~'n(t) := St 0 K[t,s,y(s)]ds, and t E [tn,tn+l] , 
or, alternatively, as a system of two coupled Volterra 
integral equations, 
y(t) = y0+f:0 {F[s,y(s)]+z(s)}ds 
(4.2) 
z(t) = f~0K[t,s,y(s)]ds, t E I 
There are basically three different ways of discretizing 
Volterra integro-differential equations, namely 
(i) by app[~ring direct quadrature methods (see section 
2), combined with a linear k-step method for the differ- 
ential expression, yielding 
k k 
j=0 ~ a.y] n+'=] hj~=0~jq(tn+j'Yn+j'Zn+j)'n~> r':=max(k,r),(4.3) 
where 
m 
Zm:=h Z w .K(t ,t.,v.),mt>r~>0, and "i= 0 m,1 m 1 .'1 
Q[t,y(t),z(t)] := F[t,y(t)]+z(t), with z(t) defined above; 
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(ii) by using collocation methods (or methods of Runge- 
Kutta type) for (4.1), together with a set of efficient 
quadrature form-la~ approximating the history terms 
?n(t); and 
(iii) by applying appropriate techniques mentioned in 
section 2 to the system (4.2). Brief surveys of such 
methods are given in [A20], [A17] and, above all, in 
[A18]; in addition, compare aLso [El0], [E151, [E18] 
(and the generalization i [E91), [E4], [E12], [E19], 
[C65], and [C67] for the construction and analysis of 
linear multistep methods, and [C68], [E13] for multilag 
methods and the use of cyclic multistep methods. One- 
step methods for (4.1) are investigated in [E15], [E17], 
[E6]; [E5] and [E14] deal with Runge-Kutta nd 
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg methods, while [E7] presents 
methods based on Taylor series expansions. Collocation 
techniques (for splines and more general piecewise poly- 
nomials) are studied in [B12], [E3] and [E16] (for Vol- 
terra integro-differential equations containing higher- 
order derivatives). We also refer to the theses [B21] and 
[B18] which deal with the derivation of two-sided error 
bounds for certain numerical methods and with the ex- 
tension of the Runge-Kutta theory of [C20] to Volterra 
integro-differential equations with cL = 0, respectively. 
In the analysis of numerical stability we encounter, for 
the same reasons already pointed out in section 2, an 
analogous situation as for second-kind Volterra integral 
equations : almost all the investigations have been carried 
out relative to the simph model problem (whose kernel 
is independent o f t  and s) 
t 
y'(t) = XY(t)+fto/aY(s)ds'~ Y(to)=Yo (X< O,/.t~< 0), 
(4.4) 
which can be reduced to a second-order o dinary initial- 
value problem with constant coefficients. Corresponding 
stability results (and stability regions for numerous 
methods) can be found in [E4], [E8] (A-stability, based 
on a slight generalization of the concept introduced in 
[E41), [E19] (backward ifferentiation methods), [ES] 
(linear multistep methods), [El] and [E2 ] (Runge-Kutta 
methods of Pouzet type). 
5. SOFTWARE 
The development of automatic software for the three 
types of (singular and nonsingular) Volterra functional 
equations (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5) is still in its infancy, 
due to the fact that one still does not possess the tools 
to deal with the control of the local error and, closely 
related to this problem, with the influence of local per- 
turbations on the behavior of the approximate solution 
generated by a given method. A glimpse at the surveys 
IF5], IF6], and IF3] on software for Fredholm and 
Vokerra equations hows that a major effort will be 
needed in this area. At present there exist only a few 
isolated automatic odes which will be listed below; see 
also the following section for some additional remarks. 
5.1. Vokerra integral equations of the second kind 
The collection of ALGOL procedures listed under [F8] 
contains codes for extended and mixed PRK methods 
(the latter based on an Adams formula); an instability 
problem occurring in the mixed PRK method has been 
straightened out in [C7]. The report IF2] contains a
program for (extended and mixed) explicit PRK methods 
based on a Fehlberg-type imbedding approach; this 
work has its origin in the paper [C49]. A code also using 
imbedding techniques has already been mentioned in 
section 2.1, namely [A8] (pp. 70-79). More recently, two 
related codes (for regular and weakly singular kernels) 
have been derived in [B17]; they are based on the (pro- 
duct) Simpson formulas and use automatic stepsize con- 
trol. In addition compare also [B20], [B6] (Hermite-type 
collocation), [C36] (extrapolation techniques), [B25] 
(predictor-corrector procedures using variable step sizes), 
and the rather different approach of [F12] (and [F13]) 
which makes use of computer algebra to generate anal- 
ytic approximations for various types of (first and second 
kind) equations. However, the most promising code is 
possibly the one in [F1] : here (see also the £mal para- 
graph in section 2.1) the given kernel is replaced by a 
finitely decomposable one, and the corresponding equi- 
valent system of ordinary differential equations (whose 
dimension depends on the number of terms in the 
approximating kernel) is solved by certain standard 
codes for ordinary differential equations (Runge-Kutta- 
Fehlberg, Adams). Whether or not this approach can 
eventually be used also for weakly singular equations 
(1.3) is not yet clear (since selecting a suitable kernel 
approximation is already the major diffculty in the 
case ct = 0). 
Finally, we like to mention that a test set of 15 second- 
kind equations i  given in [C8] where the performance 
of various PRK methods is evaluated. 
5.2. Volterra integral equations of the ftrst kind 
Since Volterra and Abel equations of the £trst kind tend 
to be ill-posed problems (although not quite as seriously 
as First-kind Fredholm equations; ee [G3] for an illu- 
minating discussion) there are two widely different 
classes of problems to be dealt with, namely the class 
of those equations where the kernel G and the non- 
homogeneous term g are given analytically, and the 
(practically much more important) class of equations 
where g (and possibly also G) are obtained from measure- 
ments and are thus subject o random errors (noise). 
This class of equations will be considered in section 6; 
as for the former class there exist often explicit inver- 
sion formulas for the solution (see [H1]). For more com- 
plicated equations there exist the automatic programs 
of [F l l ]  (modified midpoint method using Richardson 
extrapolation) for equations with continuous kernels, 
and of [B3] for nonlinear Abel equations. 
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5.3. Volterra integro-differential equations 
In [F8] there may be found two codes for Volterra 
integro-differential equations of first and second order 
(based on Runge-Kutta techniques); the more recent 
code for general functional differential equations given 
in [F7] can be adapted to deal with equations of the 
form (1.5), (c~ = 0). 
ing processes lead to such functional equations. Also, 
many of the articles listed contain themselves xtensive 
bibliographies on additional sources of Volterra equa- 
tions; among these we should like to single out [H1], 
[H131, [H141, and [H301. 
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6. FIRST-KIND INTEGRAL EQUATIONS WITH NOISY 
DATA 
In most applications of first-kind Volterra-type integral 
equations the non-homogeneous term g(t) is not given 
analytically on I but can only be determined experiment- 
ally on certain f'mite subsets IN; the measured values 
~(t), t E IN, are thus subject o noise. For equations with 
continuous kernels theproblem of numerical differentia- 
tion of g(t), based on the data ~(t), is probably the most 
celebrated problem : certain methods are based on the 
corresponding Volterra equation 
f:0Y(s)ds = g(t), t E I, with only ~(t), t E IN, known. 
(6.1) 
Compare [G9] (regularization techniques), [G5] and [G4] 
(for methods based on regularization a d spectral differ- 
entiation); see also [H1], [G7] and [F9] (where an auto- 
matic code based on a regularization method originally 
devised for Fredholm equations of the first kind is given). 
Many physical problems lead to singular Abel-type in- 
tegral equations whose underlying integral operators are 
no longer compact (as in (1.4)); these equations are 
J0 kl(t)k2(s) y(s)ds = g(t ) ,  t E [0 ,T ]  and (6.2) 
(tP-sP) a 
J T kl(t)k2(s) y(s)ds = g(t), t E [0,T] (p> 0, 0< a< 1). 
(sP-tP) a • (6.3) 
Here, k I and k 2 are given continuous functions; the 
most common values for p and ct are p = 2, ct = 1/2 (see 
also [D2], [D6], [D20]). An excellent introduction to 
various aspects regarding the application, ill-posed nature, 
and the numerical analysis of these equations see [H1 ] 
(but compare also [G3] and [G10]). Among the methods 
proposed for (6.2) and (6.3) we mention the papers [G8] 
(using least-squares polynomial approximation), [H36] 
(where a code based on a modification of the method in 
[g8] is described), [g l ]  and [g2] (methods based on 
spectral differentiation), and [F10] (here, a code based 
on spline approximation i  the explicit inversion formula 
is given; see also [D27]). 
7. APPLICATIONS OF VOLTERRA EQUATIONS 
Due to limitation of space we shall not be able to discuss 
the wide spectrum of applications of Volterra integral 
and integro-flifferential equations inany detail. Instead, 
the items listed in Section H of the bibliography have 
been chosen to reflect he typical areas in which modell- 
Part of the material in this survey paper was presented 
in an invited talk at the meeting of the Belgian Contact 
Group on Applied Mathematics held at the University 
of Antwerp in March 1980; the author is indebted to 
Professor Luc Wuytack for providing this stimulus lead- 
hag to the writing of the paper. The author is also grate- 
ful to the Department of Mathematics of the University 
of Manchester (particularly to Dr. C. T. H. Baker) where 
part of this paper was written during two visits (in 
1980 and 1981) made possible by an SRC Senior Fellow- 
ship. 
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